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Are you tired of writing one argumentative essay for college after another? Do you find it difficult 

to properly research your topic? Do you wish there was an easy way to get your assignment 

done effortlessly in the blink of an eye? As a essay writer, it can be assumed that your answers 

were in the affirmative to the mentioned questions. To get a good grade on your essay, follow 

the guideline or consult online essay writing services. 

 

 

 

Definition  
 

An argumentative essay is a piece of academic writing that deals with a topic having more than 

one perspective. Each claim that you make has to be supported with credible sources as 

examples. You can even include a counterargument where you discuss the opposition claims 

and then provide a rebuttal to weaken their argument. If you cannot find relevant information, 

don’t panic; simply go to an essay writing website and ask them to write my essay on the 

provided topic in the given deadline. After you send them the paper details, all you need to do is 

relax and enjoy. 

https://www.sharkpapers.com/essay-writer
https://www.sharkpapers.com/write-my-essay


 

How to write an Argumentative Essay  
 

Before starting, you need to remember these key tips  

 

●  You ought to consider numerous easy to refute argumentative essay topics before 

choosing the last one  

●  You ought to appropriately format your paper as per the instructor's guidelines  

●  The presentation you write ought to immediately snare the crowd  

●  Your proposition statement ought to be far from being obviously true, short, identified 

with the topic, and contain every one of the important subtleties.  

●  Your body sections should contain various (or possibly one) proof to help your cases  

 

20 Random Interesting Topics for Argumentative Essays  

 

1. Social media has a bigger number of advantages than downsides  

2. The government needs to monitor your web  

3. Should we change the school educational program  

4. Should college education be  

5. Should school tormenting lead to immediate removal  

6. Is eating meat ethically off-base?  

7. Should youngsters be unbiased till the age of 18?  

8. Nuclear force is the most practical energy creation source  

9. Should killing an animal outcome in prison?  

10. Should jail life be improved in the US?  

11. Should marijuana be authorized in the US?  

12. Should liquor utilization be banned in the US?  

13. Do pets have privileges?  

14. Should we permanently shift to online learning, even after the finish of Covid-19?  

15. Should inoculation be enforced by the government?  

16. Should the government force a punishment on the individuals who resist veil protocols?  



17. Which cell phone would it be advisable for you to get for $3000?  

18. Is the woman's rights movement viable?  

19. Is anti-separation useful?  

20. Should the death penalty be canceled in all US states?  

 

Clarifying a random topic  
 

We should assume you select the topic 'Atomic force is the most possible energy creation 

source'. In case you are on the side of this topic you can contend that:  

 

●  It isn't hurtful to the environment  

●  It can create an exceptionally high measure of energy per kilogram consumed  

●  It is a solid source and its natural substance is generally accessible  

 

in case you are against it, you can contend:  

 

●  Unsafe (An atomic blast has immense results)  

●  Disposing of atomic waste is troublesome  

●  Non-sustainable  

 

If you are given the freedom to select a topic, choose one that you have prior knowledge of. If 

your instructor has provided you with a topic and you cannot find any relevant information, there 

is no need to panic. Simply contact an online essay writing service and tell them “You have 

to write essay for me in the given time”. Make sure to provide them with all the necessary data. 

 

End  
 

Argumentative essays are extremely simple to write in the event that you realize the specific 

format to follow. Stay away from linguistic, primary, and format-related missteps to accomplish 

the most ideal grade. Pick a topic that has a great deal of information on the web. On the off 

chance that you cannot discover any information, request that essay writers help you with your 

work. 

 

https://www.sharkpapers.com/


Useful Resources: 

Guide 2021 – Major Reasons Behind the Failure of Research Proposal 

Guide - Selection of Research Methodology for Scientific Research Proposal 

Essay Guide - Methods of Data Collection Methods Used in Qualitative Research 

 

https://gitlab.tue.nl/-/snippets/2674
https://www.pearltrees.com/s/file/preview/253600615/Guide%20Selection%20of%20Research%20Methodology%20for%20Scientific%20Research%20Proposal.pdf?pearlId=398668884
https://www.geogebra.org/m/nbafepce

